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Reinstating Kentucky’s Tax on Extreme Wealth a Part of Making State Taxes Fair
and Adequate
By Anna Baumann
Kentucky loses an estimated $25 million a year because state lawmakers haven’t yet taken steps to
recoup lost revenue from federal estate tax changes that essentially eliminated the state’s estate tax in
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the 2000s. Recognizing estate taxes generate revenue and make taxes fairer, many states have either
decoupled from the federal changes or enacted their own, separate estate taxes.
Legislation to sever the connection between Kentucky’s estate tax and federal law has been proposed.
For instance, during the 2015 legislative session House Bill 132 called for Kentucky to collect estate taxes
“under the federal tax law as it was in effect on January 1, 2003,” prior to the repeal of the federal estate
tax credit for states.
Restoring Kentucky’s estate tax — a move that would affect only the largest, wealthiest estates — would
generate needed resources for state priorities like public education and health that benefit all
Kentuckians. Asking a little more of those who can best afford to pay and who receive many of the
biggest breaks from Kentucky’s tax code would also push back against the way our state and local taxes
make income inequality worse overall.
Taxes on Inherited Wealth Perform Important Functions
Estate taxes have several purposes: to generate revenue for public investments, provide a backstop to
income tax losses through unrealized capital gains and address the concentration of wealth that threatens
widespread prosperity and broad economic growth.
The federal estate tax is applied to the value of large transfers of money and property made from one
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generation to the next. With inequality at levels not seen in this country in almost 100 years, an estate
tax is especially important today. It is an avenue for those who have profited above all others from public
investments in the economy to pay their fair share toward the good schools, health care and other
services that are necessary for new generations of hard-working people to achieve the American dream.
Structurally, the estate tax is applied to the market value, at the time of death or up to six months later, of
such assets as real estate, trusts, cash, stocks, bonds, businesses, pensions, life insurance policies and
the value of taxable gifts made over one’s lifetime. Once exemptions and deductions for transfers
between spouses, gifts to charitable organizations, debts and administrative costs are accounted for, only
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the very wealthiest Americans owe federal estate taxes. In fact, the nationwide share of estates subject
to the tax was at an historical low of 0.15 percent in 2012, the most recent year for which data are
available. The share of Kentuckians owing federal estate taxes was even lower -- just 0.1 percent of all
the state’s estates (see table below). As federal law stands today, the first $5.43 million of an estate is
totally exempt from the tax and that number is adjusted each year for inflation.
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Most states levied estate and inheritance taxes prior to establishment of the federal estate tax in 1916.
Kentucky’s inheritance tax, for example, was enacted in 1906. These taxes on the very wealthy helped in
a small way to counterbalance states’ heavy reliance on “regressive” sales taxes — meaning the lower a
family’s income, the larger share of it they pay in sales taxes.
In order to provide for more uniform estate taxation by states, a state credit against the federal tax for
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state estate and inheritance taxes was added to the federal estate tax in 1926. Under the law, states that
levied an estate tax equal to the amount of the credit did not increase the total (federal and state) tax bill.
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Rather, states picked up a share of federal estate tax collections, as Kentucky began doing in 1926.
When the credit was phased out in 2005 under the 2001 federal tax cuts and replaced with a deduction,
states lost the ability to automatically pick up a portion of federal estate tax liability and many were left
with no estate taxation at all. In 2012, the repeal of the credit was made permanent.
Since then, three states have established their own estate taxes separate from the federal tax and 11
states and the District of Columbia have “decoupled” from the repeal of the state credit, allowing them to
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keep an estate tax that is the same or similar to the prior tax.
Kentucky currently does not have an estate tax, but has retained its other tax on the generational transfer
of wealth — the inheritance tax, enacted in 1906. Distinct from the estate tax which is paid on the net
value of the taxable estate, inheritance taxes are assessed against the value received by each
beneficiary, with exemptions based on one’s relationship to the estate. Spouses, parents, children,
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grandchildren and siblings became completely exempt from the inheritance tax in 1998. Beforehand,
they were entitled to exemptions ranging from $5,000 to $20,000 and paid from two percent on
inheritances valued up to $20,000 to ten percent on inheritances exceeding $500,000. More distant
relatives still pay from four percent on inheritances valued at less than $10,000 to 16 percent on those
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with value exceeding $60,000, with exemptions ranging from $500 to $1,000.
Before the federal pickup credit was repealed, Kentucky’s estate taxes were equal to the difference
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between the inheritance tax and the federal estate tax credit. In other words, the amount someone paid
in inheritance taxes reduced the amount he or she paid in state estate taxes.
Estate and Inheritance Tax Erosion Means Less Revenue, Raised Less Equitably
Today the inheritance tax in Kentucky is a small but important source of General Fund revenue,
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generating $51 million in 2015. To put that amount into context, Kentucky budgeted $48 million General
Fund dollars in 2015 for its child care assistance program which helps low-income, working families pay
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for child care.
Yet in the past, taxes on inherited wealth have provided more resources for investments in education,
health and other areas that help create and support the middle class. Accounting for inflation, Kentucky
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estate and inheritance taxes shrunk 59 percent between 2001 and 2014. Along with the elimination of
the estate tax, an enhanced exemption from the inheritance tax for siblings in 1995 and the phase-out of
inheritance taxes on close relatives by 1998 have reduced collections.
Since the late 1990s, inheritance and estate taxes have declined and flattened as a share of General
Fund revenue (see below). If these taxes generated the same share of state revenue they did in 1997,
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Kentucky would have collected $168 million in 2015, compared to $51 million in actual receipts — a
much-needed $117 million difference to help address public needs.
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The loss in state revenue resulting from changes to estate and inheritance taxes can be dealt with in two
ways. The money can be made up on the spending side by reducing investments in important public
services and other fiscal maneuvering and on the revenue side by raising taxes that fall less heavily on
the wealthiest households. Both are used in practice.
Today in Kentucky, low-income and middle class families pay a larger share of their income in state and
local taxes than the wealthiest do, as shown in the graph below. For example, Kentuckians whose
average annual income is $23,000 pay 10.6 percent of family income in taxes, while those averaging
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$839,500 a year or more – the top 1 percent -- pay just 6.0 percent. That means, on average, the
wealthiest Kentuckians are bringing home 37 times more income but paying just over half,
14
percentagewise, what low-income residents do in state and local taxes. Restoring the estate tax would
help offset that unfairness.
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Inequality is a Growing Problem in Kentucky, One that Estate Taxes Can Help Address
A tax system where the wealthiest people pay the lowest percentage of their income in taxes could be
described as upside-down. This has serious implications. As more and more struggle to make ends meet
while a relatively tiny sliver of the population sees its income grow dramatically (as the graph below
shows), the imbalance threatens our state budget as well as economic growth.
In the three decades leading up to the Great Recession, those whose income put them in the top one
percent of all Kentuckians took home nearly half of state income growth. In 2011, the top one percent
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made 17 times as much as everyone else. With such a disproportionate share of growth in the economy
going to the wealthiest, it would be a common-sense policy decision to make it so that taxes paid by
those at the top on inherited wealth should at least keep pace with economic growth. But in Kentucky
these taxes have decreased as a share of personal income to 0.03 percent, down from about 0.1 percent
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where they hovered from the late 1970s through the 1990s.
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With inequality rising to levels not seen since the Great Depression, it’s important that states and the
federal government recommit to addressing the concentration of wealth in the hands of a relative few. A
growing body of research explores and explains how increasing inequality hurts the economy, including
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by decreasing educational opportunities and income mobility. Another major concern is that with the
financial means to influence policy comes the power to keep dollars flowing in the direction that benefits
those interests.
Many state and federal policies are needed to address inequality, including tax reform that calls upon
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those at the very top to pay their fair share toward investments in a stronger economy. Federal estate
tax exemptions have skyrocketed to $5.43 million per spouse today from around $600,000 in the 1990s.
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Today, fewer than two of every 1,000 estates owe any estate tax. Furthermore, with exemption rates
tied to inflation, wealthy estates get protection even as the minimum wage and other supports for average
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working people erode.
Common Arguments against Estate Taxes Are Unfounded
Those who support maintaining or even expanding this special treatment for the ultra-wealthy make the
unsubstantiated claim that estate taxes force family farms and small businesses to liquidate assets. There
are many reasons this is an extremely rare occurrence. To begin with, high exemptions mean that very
few farms and businesses even file estate taxes. In 2012, just one tenth of one percent of Kentucky
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estates (29, total) owed even a dollar in federal estate taxes. The likelihood that federal estate taxes
affect these inheritors is further reduced by laws allowing family farms to be assessed at their agricultural
22
rather than “best use” market value and a “qualified family-owned business-interest deduction.” In rare
cases where estate taxes are owed, another federal provision allows many businesses to spread
payments over 15 years.
The fact is that the large majority of estates’ wealth goes to the intended beneficiaries — not taxes. For
the 0.1 percent of taxable estates that owed any estate tax in the U.S. in 2011, more than 80 cents of
every dollar went to heirs and charities.
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Another anecdotal argument in favor of special treatment for transferred wealth is that estate taxes cause
residents to leave states that have them. In reality though, fewer than two out of every 100 Americans
move from one state to another each year and when they do the most common reasons are for a job,
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family considerations, weather and lower housing costs — not taxes. Related more specifically to the
myth that higher taxes cause the wealthy to flee, under that logic, states with comparatively high income
taxes should see big population losses as well. But actual practices show otherwise. For instance, from
2005 to 2011, California – a state with relatively high state income taxes – saw more people with incomes
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greater than $200,000 a year move into the state than move out. Even stronger evidence against the
tax-flight myth comes from New Jersey, which increased its top income tax rate in 2004 by 2.6
percentage points to 8.97 percent — one of the highest rates in the nation. Because it affected
households with taxable income greater than $500,000, the impact of this tax increase serves as a good
proxy for estate taxes since they also affect only the very wealthy. Statistical analysis of trends after New
Jersey’s tax increase confirm that rich people have the same “non-response” to state tax changes as the
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general population.
Kentucky Should Restore the Estate Tax
Following lawmakers in 11 other states and the District of Columbia, the General Assembly can restore
Kentucky’s estate tax by referencing a date in the statutes prior to the federal repeal of the pickup tax
credit for states. Rep. Jim Wayne’s 2015 bill proposed linking it to “federal tax law as it was in effect on
January 1, 2003, and without any of the scheduled increases” that took effect under the 2001 federal tax
cuts. In 2003, the exemption rate was set at $1 million, meaning estates smaller than $1 million were
exempt as well as the first million of estates larger than the threshold. At full implementation, the bill
would have generated an estimated additional $25 million for the state’s General Fund.
To reduce any impact on family businesses, Kentucky could piggyback on the previously mentioned
federal law that provides an additional exemption on top of the standard amount. Kentucky already
assesses inherited farm land at its agricultural value and allows taxes to be paid in up to ten annual
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installments if the net amount exceeds $5,000.
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States that base their estate tax on the previous federal credit have a maximum state estate tax rate of 16
percent and can either tie their exemption to the current federal level ($5.43 million per spouse) or create
their own lower exemption. Alternatively, three states have separate estate taxes not tied to the federal
pick up tax. A new state tax would be partially offset because it would be deductible from federal estate
taxes.

States Levy a Variety of Pickup, Estate and Inheritance Taxes
Pickup Tax

Delaware: $5.43 million federal exemption; graduated structure up to 16%
D.C.: scheduled to increase to federal exemption; graduated structure up to 16%
Hawaii: $5.43 federal exemption; graduated structure up to 16%
Illinois: $4 million exemption; graduated structure up to 16%
Maine: $2 million exemption; graduated structure 8%-12%
Maryland: scheduled to increase to federal exemption; graduated structure up to 16%*
Massachusetts: $1 million exemption; graduated structure up to 16%
Minnesota: increasing to $2 million exemption by 2018; graduated structure up to 16%
New Jersey: $675,000 exemption; graduated structure up to 16%*
New York: scheduled to increase to federal exemption; graduated structure up to 16%
Rhode Island: $1.5 million; graduated structure up to 16%
Vermont: $2.75 million; graduated structure up to 16%
Estate Tax
Connecticut: $2 million exemption, graduated structure 7.2%-12%
Oregon: $1 million exemption; graduated structure from 10%-16%
Washington: $2.102 million exemption; graduated structure 10%-20%
Inheritance Tax Iowa: exemption depends on relationship to estate; graduated structure 5%-15%
Kentucky: exemption depends on relationship to estate; graduated structure 4%-16%
Maryland: exemption depends on relationship to estate; graduated structure 0.9%-10%*
Nebraska: exemption depends on relationship to estate; graduated structure 1%-18%
New Jersey: exemption depends on relationship to estate; graduated structure 11%-16%*
Pennsylvania: exemption depends on relationship to estate; graduated structure 4.5%-15%
Tennessee: $2 million exemption; graduated structure 5.5%-9.5%; schedule to expire in 2016
Source: Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy
*Maryland and New Jersey levy a pickup tax and a separate inheritance tax.

Conclusion
Kentuckians are rightly concerned about the struggles of everyday working people at a time when the
wealthiest few are enjoying more and more of today’s economic growth. A tax system that fails to
generate enough resources to meet growing needs at the same time it gives big breaks to those who
arguably need them the least only makes the situation worse. Restoring Kentucky’s estate tax would be
an important step in the right direction.
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